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Interest has been steadily growing in semantic audio and music information retrieval for the description of music structure, i.e. the global organization of music pieces in terms of large-scale structural units. This article presents a detailed methodology for the semiotic description of music structure, based on concepts and criteria which are formulated as generically as possible. We sum up the essential principles and practices developed during an annotation effort deployed by our research group (Metiss) on audio data, in the context of the Quaero project, which has led to the public release of over 380 annotations of pop songs from three different data sets. The paper also includes a few case studies and a concise statistical overview of the annotated data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Among the wide variety of audio signals, music is a very specific type of "content", which can be defined as "the art, process and result of deliberately arranging sound items with the purpose of reflecting and affecting senses, emotions and intellect" [1].

In fact, music plays a central role in many human activities and it has been tremendously impacted, over the past century, by the development of analog and digital audio engineering technologies. Because music is a very sophisticated signal, content-based management of music data currently remains a challenge. In fact, there are many possible types of symbolic metadata which can be used to describe a musical audio content: notes, chords, instruments, singer IDs, tempo, genre, moods, etc… As such, music holds today an important position in semantic audio research activities.

This profusion of simultaneous information sources in music creates specific difficulties. In this context, music structure is frequently considered as a central element to semantic or symbolic music description and modeling, because it constitutes the backbone over which these various sources of information develop.

However, given the wide variety of music signals, describing music structure turns out to be a scientific challenge, not only from the algorithmic perspective but first and foremost from a conceptual viewpoint [2].

Significant effort has been dedicated in the MIR community, towards the production of annotated resources [3][4][5] and the organization of evaluation campaigns [4][6] for automatic extraction of music structure. Indeed, the availability of exploitable experimental material appears as a key factor in producing reliable and reproducible research results.

Given the need for formal and operational concepts [7][8], our research group has been developing, over the past few years, methodological landmarks for describing the structure of musical pieces [9][10], with the concern of resorting to concepts and criteria which are formulated as independently as possible from the music genre and which accommodate multi-dimensionality. The method has reached a level of maturity that has enabled the recent release of a set of 383 structural annotations of pop music pieces, downloadable at: musicdata.gforge.inria.fr/structureAnnotation.html

This article sums up and illustrates the essential aspects of the annotation methodology, by presenting them as inductive guidelines to semiotic annotation, including general principles, practical considerations and occasional advice in specific situations.

The paper is divided in three parts. The first part elaborates on the various viewpoints on music structure and defines, in general terms, the semiotic approach adopted in this work. The second part presents practical aspects of the annotation methodology, including case studies on specific musical passages. The third part provides a few examples of semiotic descriptions and a concise statistical overview of the annotated data.

This article is intended to be useful to understand the nature of the released annotations, to anyone who may either use the data or contribute to the annotation effort. But we believe that the proposed methodology also provides interesting insights on music structure, paving the way towards a more robust definition and extraction of structural metadata in large sets of music pieces from various genres.

The concepts and the methodology proposed in this article are primarily applied to what we will call conventional music, which covers a large proportion of current western popular music and also a large subset of classical music (see the annex for an example). However, we keep in mind that some other types of music (in particular, contemporary music) are much less suited to the proposed approach.

The method has been primarily designed for the description of music material in audio form, but most concepts can be straightforwardly adapted to scores or transcribed music. Reading this document will fruitfully be coupled with an in-depth examination of the annotated data, which can be readily consulted via a web interface at: metissannotation.irisa.fr
2 A SEMIOTIC APPROACH TO THE DESCRIPTION OF MUSIC STRUCTURE

2.1 Time scales

It is commonly agreed that the composition and the perception of music pieces rely on simultaneous processes which vary at different timescales. Similarly to [11], we consider the three following levels corresponding to three different ranges of timescales:

- the low-scale elements which correspond to fine-grain events such as notes, beats, silences, etc… We call this level the acoustic level and its time scale is typically below or around 1 second.

- the mid-scale organization of the musical content, based on compositional units such as bars or hyperbars or on perceptual units such as musical cells, motifs and phrases, ranging typically between 1 and 16 seconds. We will refer to this level as the morphosyntagmatic level.

- the high-scale structure of the musical piece, which describes the long term regularities and relationships between its successive parts, and which we will consider typically at a time scale around or above 16 seconds. This typically corresponds to the sectional form of the piece.

2.2 Semiotic structure

At the scale of an entire piece, music structure is a concept which can be approached in several ways, in particular:

- The acoustic structure, which describes the active instruments and/or timbral textures over time: singer(s), lead entries, instrumentation, etc…

- The functional structure, which is based on usual designations of the different parts in terms of their role in the music piece, for instance: intro – verse – chorus – bridge – etc… (cf. [12], for instance),

- The semiotic structure, which aims at representing, by a limited set of arbitrary symbols (called labels), the similarities and interrelations of structural segments within the piece [10].

These various views of music structure have influenced the design of methods and algorithms for the automatic analysis of audio data, for instance [13-16]. They are also explicitly considered as independent “layers of labels” in the SALAMI project annotation scheme [3].

In the present work, we focus on semiotic structure, i.e. the description and annotation of similarities between segments. Note that we use the term semiotic in a quite restricted scope, as denoting the high-level symbolic and metaphorical representation of musical content.

Of course, semiotic structure annotation requires the determination of proper segment boundaries. This question is explicitly treated in this work, while it is seldom addressed in concurrent approaches.

Concretely, the semiotic structure of a music piece is something that may look like:

A B C D E F B C D E G D E D E H

thus reflecting:

- some sort of high-level decomposition/segmentation of the whole piece into a limited number of blocks (here 16 blocks) of comparable size, and
- some degree of similarity or equivalence relationship between blocks bearing identical labels (here, 8 distinct symbols).

Providing a semiotic description for a music piece requires primarily the identification of a proper granularity (block size and number of blocks) which then conditions the inventory of labels.

Indeed, choosing a finer granularity in the previous example could lead to a sequence of labels such as:

AA BB CC DD EE FF BB CC DD EE G G DD EE DD EE HH

where any symbol X is systematically followed by symbol X, thus yielding a rather redundant description.

Conversely, a coarser granularity would require either the uneven grouping of the units into irregular segments (i.e. of more diverse sizes):

A B C D E F B C D E G D E D E H

or a very misleading representation such as:

A B C D E F D E G D E D E H

which would completely hide the similarities between portions of the piece which had identical labels at a lower scale.

This example thus illustrates a simple case where there clearly exists a preferable granularity at which the semiotic level of the music piece can be described with some optimal compromise in terms of:

- coverage of the set of labels,
- accuracy of the sequence of labels,
- regularity of the segment decomposition,
- economy / parsimony of the description.

2.3 Description criteria

Producing consistent annotations across pieces, genres and annotators requires:

1) The definition of a target time scale providing an adequate granularity for the semiotic structure of the piece,

2) A segment model to locate as unequivocally as possible the segment boundaries,

3) Clear criteria to qualify and denote the similarities between segments.

A major difficulty resides in the necessity to formulate segment models and similarity criteria in a generic way, i.e. as independently as possible from the genre of the
piece while accounting for the versatility and the multiplicity of musical dimensions which contribute to the structure.

It is also essential for the method to be based on a multi-dimensional analysis of the musical content, rather than considering a particular dimension (for instance, harmony) as being necessarily well adapted for the structural description of all music pieces. These specific issues are addressed with particular care in this work and constitute driving principles of the proposed approach.

It may be argued that the resulting description of the musical piece may not correspond to that intended by the composer [17] and that it may not necessarily reflect perceptual characteristics that listeners would identify as primarily salient.

In that sense, the proposed description should not be understood as a ground “truth”, but as a standardized and codified representation of structural information, in terms of similarity relationships between segments, around a target time scale.

We believe that it is ultimately easier to come to agree on such a description, which keeps its distance with potential subjectivity.

3 ANNOTATION METHODOLOGY
Following the principles stated in the previous section, the process of describing the semiotic structure of a piece is based on the following five steps:

i. Define a proper working time scale for the piece,
ii. Locate structural blocks by matching them to a prototypical segment model, called System & Contrast (S&C),
iii. Cluster segments based on the most salient S&C similarities and their relative position in the piece,
iv. Analyze in details similar blocks to adjust their class membership and to determine their type of variant,
v. Finalize, revise, adjudicate the annotation.

3.1 Step 1 : time scale definition
The annotation process starts by defining an arbitrary fine-grained unit of length \( u \), around 1 second, synchronized with the musical time scale, which we call the snap (generally corresponding to the downbeat and/or the tactus). By convention, structural boundaries are synchronized on snaps.

The coarse target time scale \( U \) for semiotic description (called structural pulsation period) is set as a multiple of \( u \) ranging preferably between 12 and 24 (usually 16) chosen so as to match the main period of repetition of musical content in the song.

As mentioned in section 2.1, this period (around 16 s) corresponds to the typical time scale at which long term regularities tend to develop in music.

In many cases the structural pulsation period corresponds to 8 bars.

It is useful to identify at this stage a candidate central section of the piece, i.e. a characteristic structural block around time scale \( U \), which can serve as a calibration for the structural pulsation period over the entire piece. Usually, the chorus (when it exists) is a good candidate.

It must be understood that the actual size of semiotic blocks may vary within the piece around the target size \( U \) and that the choice of \( U \) may be reconsidered if a better value emerges from the next steps of the annotation process.

3.2 Step 2 : segmentation
A key principle that governs the segmentation of the piece into structural blocks is to match the musical content to a segment model, called System & Contrast (S&C) [18]. Block boundaries are then identified as the beginning and the end of successive instances of the model around the target time scale.

Subsection 3.2.1 presents the S&C model in its canonical form (the square system), 3.2.2 extends it to a wider range of configurations and 3.2.3 explains how it can be used to segment musical content.

3.2.1 The System & Contrast model (square form)
Assuming a structural block \( S \), we consider its subdivision into 4 morphological units (MU) of comparable size, \( x_{00}, x_{01}, x_{10}, x_{11} \), and thus form a \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix system:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix}
    x_{00} & x_{01} \\
    x_{10} & x_{11}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

We assume that, when these 4 MUs belong to a same structural unit, some salient syntagmatic relationships (SR) exist between them, in particular between the primer \( x_{00} \) and the subsequent elements:

- horizontal relationship: \( x_{01} = f(x_{00}) \)
- vertical relationship: \( x_{10} = g(x_{00}) \)

Relations \( f \) and \( g \) are merely similarity relationships, i.e. transformations which preserve globally (or at least locally) some conformational properties or features of the MUs (see list further below).

We call contrast, the divergence between \( x_{11} \) (the actual element in \( S \)) and \( x_{11} \), the virtual element which would form a complete logical system with \( x_{00}, x_{01} \) and \( x_{10} \), i.e. which would be obtained by combining \( f \) and \( g \) and applying this combination to the primer. Therefore, \( x_{11} \) can be noted \((gof)(x_{00})\).

Figure 1 depicts (metaphorically) the main components of an S&C. The contrast function \( \gamma \) appears as the discordance of \( x_{11} \) w.r.t. a subset of properties forming the system. The carrier sequence in the S&C builds up a situation of expectedness which is resolved by the presentation of the contrast, acting as the closure of the segment.
This discordance created by the contrast is detected in reference to the carrier sequence $x_{00} x_{01} x_{10}$ by first deducing the syntagmatic relationships and then finding out in what respect the last element $x_{11}$ is deviating from a purely “logical” sequence (see Figure 2).

Properties involved in the S&C have different status:

- **descriptive properties** (all properties required to characterize completely the elements of an S&C),

- **structuring properties** (the subset of descriptive properties which participate to the syntagmatic relationships within the S&C),

- **contrastive properties** (the subset of structuring properties on which the contrast applies), and

- **distinctive properties** (the subset of structuring properties which distinguish the carrier systems of two classes of S&Cs within the piece).

Identifying a musical S&C requires that the syntagmatic relationships (and, to a certain extent, the contrast $y$) are rather simple, in order to enable their direct detection from the musical content. This viewpoint relies on and extends the concept of cognitive rules as introduced by Narmour [19].

In practice, syntagmatic relationships often operate on the notes or on the underlying harmony:

- exact or almost exact repetition,

- starts-like, ends-like, …

- chromatic or diatonic transposition,

- shift of note placements or durations,

- inversion, complementation (in various possible ways),

- etc…

but they may also operate on the amplitude, time, timbral or other musical dimensions such as:

- amplitude increase / decrease / zeroing

- fragmentation / augmentation / expansion

In general, syntagmatic relationships can be considered as varied forms of (exact, approximated, piecewise or local) mathematical transformations, such as identity, translation, dilation, rotation, symmetry, inversion, etc… applied to some particular musical dimensions (time, intensity, rhythm, melodic contour, chords progressions, tonality, etc…).

In some cases, one of the SR can be an in extenso substitution of one MU by another one, which can be viewed as a function “new”. In that case, the other SR is very straightforward (typically, “identity”, “near-identity” or “starts-like”), which leads to well-known structural patterns such as $abac$ (period-like pattern, see Ex. 1) and $aabe$ (sentence-like pattern, see Ex. 2). The S&C model is indeed able to encompass these familiar constructions together with a wide variety of other syntagmatic patterns, including broken progressions [10, 18] for which $g = fof$ (see Ex. 3).

The consistency of a musical S&C ultimately results from the realization of syntagmatic patterns over several musical dimensions, even if, at the same time, some other musical dimensions may not follow any such patterns: for instance, the harmony may go $\ast\ast\ast\ast$, the drums $\ast\ast\ast\ast$ and the rhymes $\ast\ast\ast\ast$, while the melody goes $\ast\ast\ast\ast$. We underline once more the multi-dimensionality of the model as a very relevant property.
Extension of the S&C model to non-square forms

The S&C model can be generalized to systems with fewer or more MUs, by assuming missing, extraneous or redundant MUs, and/or iterated syntagmatic functions.

While dyadic systems (i.e. systems with 2 MUs) can be approached as square systems at half scale, triadic S&Cs are based on a sequence of three elements, the last of which deviates partly from the progression installed by the first two (here, only one syntagmatic function $f$ is involved and the contrast function $g$ applies to $f(f(x))$).

Pentad systems, i.e. systems with 5 MUs, are treated as a stem square system enriched by the insertion of an additional MU, which we call an affix. This additional element can be either redundant with the rest of the system and/or create some sort of temporary diversion before the actual contrast (see Ex. 4).

Hexadic systems (6 MUs) combine the principles of a square S&C system with the iteration of one of the two syntagmatic relationships ($f$ or $g$), creating patterns such as $a_1b_1a_2b_2a_3c_1$ (tall hexadic system), $a_1a_2b_1c_1b_2c_2$ (wide hexadic system) or even $a_1b_1a_2b_2c_1b_3c_2$. Ex. 5 illustrates a “tall” hexadic system.

Table 1 provides a concise inventory of system configurations with different sizes and their description in reference to the square system, together with their corresponding semiotic annotation convention, as used in the released data (right column). If needed, more details on non-square systems are provided in [18].
### 3.2.3 S&C model matching for segmentation

The description of a musical passage or piece in terms of successive S&Cs can be viewed as a generalization of the grouping operation, as defined and applied by Lerdahl & Jackendoff to contiguous musical elements [20]. Indeed, elements forming a S&C share privileged relationships, the existence of which creates a sense of musical consistency within structural segments (even if not all musical dimensions participate in the system).

However, in our case, the matrix scheme assumed in the S&C model is able to account for tight relationships between elements which may not be contiguous. This is typically the case for period-like constructions aba′e.

As the contrast can take a very unexpected form, two elements play an essential role in identifying the boundaries of successive S&Cs: the primer of the current segment and the primer of the forthcoming one. As an illustration, let’s consider the sequence of Figure 3.

![Figure 3: A sequence of 11 morphological elements and its most likely segmentation into S&Cs](image)

The preference for the proposed segment boundaries arises from the identification of valid primers at positions 3 and 7 while MUs at positions 6 and 10 turn out to be plausible contrasts (but are not decisive as such). In fact, MUs at position 3 and 7 are essential to explain economically the forthcoming MUs by simple syntagmatic relationships within the S&C framework.

As a practical consequence, two S&Cs based on the same carrier system will usually be similar over their first three quarters, but may terminate very differently (see for instance Ex. 6).

It is therefore essential to understand that the segmentation into structural blocks does not rely on the occurrence of a pre-determined musical event, but on the detection of sequences of units globally matching the generic S&C model.

### 3.2.4 Law of parsimony

The determination, within a piece, of the underlying S&Cs around a given time scale is based on the joint estimation of morphological units, structuring properties and syntagmatic relationships. Between several concurrent hypotheses, the one which provides the decomposition with lowest complexity is retained.

Anticipating on the labeling step can also help arbitrating between multiple hypotheses in favor of the one which is bound to lead to a more compact set of semiotic labels.

### 3.3 Step 3: clustering and labeling

#### 3.3.1 S&C similarities

Once structural blocks have been determined, the clustering and labeling steps consist in forming classes of segments whose S&C share common features, and more particularly, a similar primer and a homologous set of syntagmatic relationships.

Note that similarity is not judged on the basis of a particular property across the whole piece and/or common to all pieces (such as harmonic progression or melodic line). It is determined by considering the homology of systems formed by the structural blocks across the piece.

Two structural segments are considered as homologous in any of the following cases:

- a. there exists a simple and smooth transformation between their carrier systems (for instance transposition, intensity variation, instrumental support, etc…)
- b. there exists a set of common meta-properties on which their carrier systems are equivalent (for instance, the two melodic lines may not be absolutely identical but the shape of the melodic contour exhibits similar systemic variations).
- c. the differences between the two systems are sporadic and/or erratic (i.e. they are viewed as small variations which do not impact the carrier system).

While systems $A_{0}$, $A'_{0}$ and $A''_{0}$ in figure 4 illustrate 3 homologous (non-contrastive) systems, $A_{1}$ and $A_{2}$ are based on the same carrier system ($A_{0}$) and only differ by their contrasts. All these S&Cs are considered as belonging to a same semiotic class and are labeled with a same root symbol $A$, but with different sub- or superscripts.

![Figure 4: examples of system variants and their annotations](image)

#### 3.3.2 Neighbourhood analysis

As music pieces often follow some regularity in their construction, two blocks surrounded with similar neighbors should be considered as potentially belonging to a same semiotic class, even if their content seems to differ at the surface level.

Indeed two structural blocks will be considered to be a priori more likely to belong to the same equivalence class if they appear in similar contexts in the piece, i.e. if they are located beside similar left and/or right segments within the piece. For instance, in a sequence $ABxDAByDEDCD$, $x$ and $y$ are more likely to belong to the same semiotic class than in $ABxDyBCDEDCD$. Guidance can be obtained by the reference to a prototypical structural pattern, as developed in [10].
3.3.3 Proto-functional labels

The alphabet of basic semiotic labels is composed of 25 symbols (all alphabetic letters except O). Even though semiotic labels are theoretically arbitrary, we have chosen to use as much as possible the symbols in correlation with the place and role of the segment in the piece.

In particular, C denotes the central element of the piece (typically, the chorus for songs), possibly followed by a second central element D, perceived as a development of C. Symbols A (resp. B) are used to denote the first (second) element before C (and E and F, after). I, J, K, L are used to denote instrumental sections acting as intros, bridges or outros. X, Y, Z are used for singular sections such as solos or middle-8s. M, N can be used for codas.

Table 3 recapitulates the functional value assigned to each basic semiotic label. In practice, only a small number of symbols is used in each piece, and a dozen of them cover almost all needs (see section 4).

3.3.4 Intermediate labeling

Ultimately, step 3 results in the temporary assignment of one or several basic semiotic symbols to each structural element before C (and E and F, after). I, J, K, L are used to denote instrumental sections acting as intros, bridges or outros. X, Y, Z are used for singular sections such as solos or middle-8s. M, N can be used for codas.

Table 3 recapitulates the functional value assigned to each basic semiotic label. In practice, only a small number of symbols is used in each piece, and a dozen of them cover almost all needs (see section 4).

3.4 Step 4: semiotic analysis

This last but one step aims at consolidating the inventory of semiotic classes and at characterizing finely the variants of each segment within its assigned semiotic class. This involves the determination of distinctive properties (3.4.1), the characterization of system variants (connotative and/or contrastive) (3.4.2), and when needed, the introduction of specific notations for truncated segments (3.4.3) or multi-class segments (3.4.4).

3.4.1 Distinctive properties

The determination of distinctive properties aims at deciding whether variations across similar segments should be considered as the sign of their affiliation to distinct classes or as simple connotative variations within members of a same semiotic class.

Here, the convention adopted is as follows: if there exists in the carrier sequence, a well-definable property which varies in correlation with the relative position of the block w.r.t. other segments within the piece, then this property should be considered as distinctive and the segments should be assigned to two distinct semiotic classes. Otherwise, the 2 segments are considered as variants of a same class and treated as described in subsection 3.3.6.

In particular, differences between two blocks should not be appreciated in the same way if they are immediately next to each other or at some distance in the piece: a slight difference between two successive similar blocks may be distinctive (especially if this opposition is recurrent) whereas a stronger difference at a long distance may just be a connotative variation, especially if the two blocks occur in similar contexts, or if the difference is occasional.

3.4.2 Annotation of variants

Table 2 below inventories the most frequent types of variants and their annotation.

| Reference square S&C | A
|----------------------|---|
| Contrastive variants | A_i
| Connotative variants | A_i^j or A_i^k

Table 2: basic notations for contrastive (subscripted) variants and connotative (superscripted) variants of a given S&C

Contrastive variants are annotated by concatenating a variant index to the semiotic label (here a subscript) to reflect variations of the contrast, i.e., modifications occurring on the last quarter of the segment (snaps 13-16 of a regular square block). It is however tolerated that the contrastive variations also affect snaps 11 and 12 (second half of 3rd MU) or 7 and 8 (second half of 2nd MU), by some sort of contaminative effect. The symbol * is used to annotate exceptional forms of contrasts. Ex. 6 illustrates a contrastive variant.

Ex. 6: a sequence [A_i][A_i] (Britney Spears – Heaven on Earth)

Connotative variants of (say) class A are annotated as A', A''_i, A^(i)_j, or any non-numerical symbol (here superscripted) designating the type of variant: A^+_j (stronger variant), A^- (weaker variant), A^k (upwards transposition), A^l (downwards transposition), A^m (exceptional variant), ...

Ex. 7 illustrates a connotative variant.
Incomplete systems are annotated in reference to the complete form of $A$, as schematized in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incomplete systems</th>
<th>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</th>
<th>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</th>
<th>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</th>
<th>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
<td>$a_{00} a_{01} a_{10} \tilde{a}_{11}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.4 Overlaps, collisions and ambiguities

Overlaps, collisions and ambiguities correspond to cases where a given segment results from the combination of musical content stemming from several segments and/or distinct semiotic classes. These are quite frequent and, rather than trying to arbitrate between fundamentally ambiguous hypotheses, we handle these situations with specific notations accounting for constructions involving elements from several systems, as summarized in Table 5 (see also Ex. 8 and 9).

A particular (yet frequent) case is the mutation, illustrated on figure 5:

Mutations correspond to singular blocks (say $X$) which relate to another class of blocks (say $A$) by sharing a subset of structuring properties with that class, while other structuring properties of $A$ show distinct behaviors in $X$ (including disappearance). This is typical of solos based on a verse or a chorus, in which the melodic lead behaves in a weakly structured way (see Ex. 9), or intros based on the accompaniment of another section, but with no melodic lead at all.
4 DATA OVERVIEW

The structural annotations produced and released in the context of this work are composed of three data sets: RWC Pop (100 titles) [21], Eurovision 08-10 (124 titles) [10] and Quaero 09-11 (159 titles selected by IRCAM) [4]. A detailed list of titles is provided with the downloadable data.

4.1 Data sample

Readers who wish to explore the annotations may want to examine in priority the entries in Table 6 as representative of particular aspects of the proposed methodology.

For these songs, we first present the reduced form of the annotation, i.e. the sequence of semiotic symbols without the contrastive nor connotative indications. When several symbols are used for a same segment, this means that the extensive annotation contains a composite label with two symbols.

Below the reduced form, we provide the extensive form, which exhibits more details on the actual type of variant which exhibits more details on the actual type of variant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eurovision 2010 Cyp</th>
<th>I A AB P C C I B P C C C C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{i_1} &amp; [B &lt; A]</td>
<td>P C C C I B P C C C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No particular difficulty - clear example of B&lt;A (B reused alone later)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RWC Pop 55</th>
<th>I A A B C D D I A A B C D X Y C D E D I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A song with a pentadic system and several instances of block tiling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quaero 0233</th>
<th>I I J A A B P C D A A B P C D K KL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A nice illustration of connotative symbols with no particular difficulty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eurovision 2010 Isr</th>
<th>I A B C B C C X Y C C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[i/4] &amp; A B C</td>
<td>B C X Y C C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A song showing various type of connotations with increasing intensity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quaero 0012</th>
<th>I J A B C I A B C C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[...] &amp; I</td>
<td>A B C I A B C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A simple song to label but somehow tricky to segment at the beginning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eurovision 2008 Fra</th>
<th>IC IE C CD E C CD CX C E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An electro-pop piece with affixes, tilings and a “polygonic collision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 : Samples from the semiotic structure annotation dataset
4.2 Statistical study

This section provides a statistical ‘digest’ of the released data. In this section, we consider annotations in their reduced form, i.e. connotative and contrastive marks are ignored. We distinguish symbols (single letters used to annotate) and labels (actual symbolic codes of segments) : in particular, a label can be composed of several symbols.

Out of 383 songs in the entire data set, 2 were judged as not fitted to the proposed conventions. Both are minimalist techno pieces by the artist Plastikman, from the same album (year 1994), for which it was considered as impossible to determine reliable structural segment boundaries. Both songs were therefore annotated as a single segment, labeled with an exclamation mark.

4.2.1 General statistics

Table 7 summarizes global statistics over the entire dataset.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of annotated songs</td>
<td>383 songs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration</td>
<td>82418 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of segments</td>
<td>5552 segments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabet of symbols</td>
<td>25 symbols (+ !)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Song duration (in seconds)</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of segments (in sec.)</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of segments / song</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb of distinct symbols / song</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: general statistics of the QUAERO/METISS annotations

The distribution of song durations (not represented here) shows a marked peak around 180 s, corresponding to the maximal duration of Eurovision songs, set to 3 minutes by the contest rules.

4.2.2 Segment duration

The distribution of the absolute segment duration across the 383 songs behaves as depicted on Fig. 6, with a mean value around 15 s and a standard-deviation of approx. 6 s. When normalized by the song’s median segment duration on a song-by-song basis, the relative segment duration shows a very concentrated distribution, as is visible on Fig. 7.

Figure 6: histogram of absolute segment durations (in seconds) in the QUAERO/METISS structural annotations

This distribution illustrates clearly the fact that the value of 16 s for typical segment duration is only an a priori target but that actual durations can significantly deviate from the target value.

In fact, 71 % segments deviate from no more than 1/8th of the song’s median segment duration, which is a direct consequence of the use of a target time scale for each song. Local maxima are visible at relative durations $1 \pm \frac{k}{4}$, corresponding to dyadic (0.5), triadic (0.75), pentadic (1.25) and hexadic (1.5) systems, when the median duration segment is a square system (as is often the case).

4.2.3 Symbol distribution

Table 8 reports the proportion of songs as a function of the number of distinct symbols in their annotation (mean 5.7). Most songs (i.e. 85 %) are annotated with 4 to 8 symbols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># symbols</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% songs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: relative distribution of the number of distinct symbols across songs

Table 9 indicates the proportion of songs in which a given symbol is occurring at least once. In that respect, the top seven symbols are : A, B, C, D, I, J and X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% songs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>≤ 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: rate of usage of the various symbols across songs

Figure 8 displays the number of occurrences of labels in the data set as a function of their frequency rank. In this case, labels resulting from the combination of primary symbols are considered as distinct from one another. In log-log scale, the plot exhibits an almost linear behavior, characteristic of a Zipf-like Law.

Figure 8: number of label occurrences in the annotations as a function of their frequency rank (log-log plot)
Table 10 indicates the proportion of labels composed of 1, 2, 3 or more symbols. About 4/5 of the labels are mono-symbolic, and most of the rest are di-symbolic (i.e. described as combinations of 2 symbols).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols per label</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segments (% total)</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: proportion of n-symbolic labels in the annotations

Note also that undecidable labels (i.e. labels including a question mark) represent 1.33% of the entire population of segments, and are found in 12.5% of the 383 songs.

Figure 9 depicts the number of symbol occurrences (weighted by their relative occurrence in each label, i.e. 1 for mono-symbolic labels, 1/2 for di-symbolic ones, 1/3 for tri-symbolic, etc…).

The histogram exhibits a rather constant slope in log-linear scale, indicating that the distribution behaves as an exponential function of the rank. In average, each symbol is about 25% less frequent than its previous one in the ranked list. Here too, the top 7 symbols are C, A, I, B, D, J and X, which covers almost 90% of the entire set of segments. Adding K, E, P, Y, M and H brings the coverage to 97.5%.

4.2.4 Syntactic dependencies

Finally, we estimated unigram and bigram models on the sequence of symbols occurring in the annotations, and used these zero- and first-order models to evaluate the entropy of each subset of annotations, reported in Table 11 in terms of perplexity figures (i.e. $2^{Entropy}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>RWC Pop</th>
<th>Eurovision</th>
<th>Quaero</th>
<th>All pooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unigram</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigram</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: zero- and first-order perplexities of the annotated data

These results indicate that the annotations exhibit definite first-order syntactic regularities and that the structural patterns of the Quaero songs are slightly less predictable than that of RWC Pop and Eurovision, probably because of a broader coverage and diversity of the Quaero subset.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Describing the organization of music pieces in terms of similarity relationships and structural patterns is unques tionably a desirable yet challenging objective in the domain of semantic audio and music information retrieval. The Quaero/Metiss annotation effort has been the occasion to deeply investigate concepts underlying music structure and to develop an expertise on the various dimensions involved in its description.

This initiative has led to the production and release of se miotic annotations for more than 380 songs stemming from 3 distinct datasets, following a well-defined methodological process and a clear set of conventions, as described in this article.

The statistical overview of the released annotations shows that they comply well with the methodology and provide, in that sense, a consistent set of resources. Given their public availability, we expect them to contribute in a near future to reproducible (and hopefully fruitful) research in various areas of music science and technology. Indeed, they have been used for evaluation at the end of the Quaero project, and a subset of a former version of these data was introduced in the MIREX evaluations, in 2010.

Readers of this article will probably wonder about the time taken to annotate the 383 songs with the proposed conventions. It is indeed hard to answer this question, because in the present case, the process of resource production has been spread over time and closely intertwined with that of scientific investigation, yielding simultaneously the annotated data and the reported methodology. Nevertheless, we believe that a reasonable order of magnitude for trained annotators would be to allow for 45 minutes annotation time per song broken down as 20 minutes for the primary annotation, 10 minutes for the cross-check phase, 2×5 minutes for adjudication and 2×2.5 minutes for data handling. Based on a typical song duration of 3-4 minutes, this means between 10 and 15 times the duration of the audio material.

Beyond the Quaero/Metiss resource production effort, we believe that the proposed concepts for characterizing systemic relationships inside musical segments and codifying segment similarities within music pieces opens new perspectives towards a more robust definition, extraction and exploitation of structural metadata in semantic audio applied to music signals.
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ANNEX

In this example, we annotate an entire passage from Mozart's piano sonata in B-Flat, K333/315c, third movement into successive S&Cs. The example is borrowed from [22], p. 240, who uses it as an illustration for a particular part of the sonata-rondo form.

In this passage, 6 successive S&Cs can be identified. They are denoted A-F, and their main features are as follows:

Segments A and B are standard square S&Cs dominated by a sentence-like structure
Segment C is a shorter S&C at a half time scale acting as a fast transition and tiled with the next segment over 1 bar.
Segment D is a sophisticated 8-element segment whose inner organization can be decomposed as $[a_1a_2bbxcy_c e]$, i.e. a period-like square stem (elements in bold font) and 4 affixes: 1 redundant MU (the second occurrence of b), 2 nested MUs (xy, forming a sub-system) and a pre-contrast ($c_0$).
Segment E, which is tiled with D over 1 bar, is a quasi non-contrastive S&C exhibiting a period-like pattern while F is a half-time scale S&C, and it can be argued that EF forms an hexadic system of type 6T.11.